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I stepped into the summer heat. My skin began to melt.

My clothes dripped down my back, but I was thankful for my belt.

The walk downtown took minutes, but it might have been a year.

The swimming pool might bring relief, if only it were here.

Each step I walked grew longer, and the inches stretched to miles.

The pavement oozed and bubbled, and it was full of many trials.

Downtown my friends all looked for me. They waved when I arrived.

We cleaned the parks together, and at last the grounds revived.

Our town was looking better, and our work was good, we knew.

At last we could go swimming, and relief could now shine through.

Summer Heat
by Katie Clark
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Summer Heat

1) What does the hyperbole in the below sentence mean?

Each step I walked grew longer, and the inches stretched to miles.

2) Which element of poetry is used in the below lines?  

a) internal rhyme

b) end rhyme

c) repetition

I stepped into the summer heat. My skin began to melt.

My clothes dripped down my back, but I was thankful for my belt.

3) The verb “revive” is both transitive and intransitive. Identify its use in the below text. 

Write two sentences – one using it as transitive and another using it as intransitive.

At last the grounds revived.
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Summer Heat

4) Read the lines and review the underlined part. Write another example.

Our town was looking better, and our work was good, we knew.

At last we could go swimming, and relief could now shine through.

5) Read the line and tell what “grew” means in the text.  Write another example 

sentence.

Each step I walked grew longer, and the inches stretched to miles. 
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Summer Heat

1) What does the hyperbole in the below sentence mean?

Each step I walked grew longer, and the inches stretched to miles.

It tells that the distance from her house to the park felt unusually long due

to the scorching heat. 

2) Which element of poetry is used in the below lines?  

a) internal rhyme

b) end rhyme

c) repetition

I stepped into the summer heat. My skin began to melt.

My clothes dripped down my back, but I was thankful for my belt.

The “revive” here is intransitive as it means “came back to life”. 

The success revived Smith’s hopes. (transitive: brought back to life)

The plants revived when they received water. (intransitive: came back to life)

3) The verb “revive” is both transitive and intransitive. Identify its use in the below text. 

Write two sentences – one using it as transitive and another using it as intransitive.

At last the grounds revived.
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4)

If a quality shines through, it is strong and noticeable. After walking for 

long under the hot sun and cleaning the parks with her friends, the poet 

feels so relieved. In other words, relief !nally shines through.

Example: Strong passion shines through Maria’s songs.

Read the lines and review the underlined part. Write another example.

Our town was looking better, and our work was good, we knew.

At last we could go swimming, and relief could now shine through.

5)

In the context, “grew” is used as a linking verb meaning “became”. The poet 

feels that due to the unbearable heat, each step became longer than usual.

Example: Grandpa soon grew bored of the city life.

Read the line and tell what “grew” means in the text.  Write another example 

sentence.

Each step I walked grew longer, and the inches stretched to miles. 
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